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Revelation 6:1-7 

I. The	First	Four	Seals	
With the opening of each of the first four seals one of the four horsemen are 
revealed. Each horseman represents an adverse condition coming upon the 
earth.  
The first horseman, (white) depicts conquest. The second (red) is war. The third 
(black) is famine and the fourth (pale) is death.  
These are the same conditions Jesus prophesied would typify the last days as 
found in Mark 13: 
As Jesus was leaving the temple, one of his disciples said to him, “Look, Teacher! What 
massive stones! What magnificent buildings!” 
2 “Do you see all these great buildings?” replied Jesus. “Not one stone here will be left 
on another; every one will be thrown down.” 
3 As Jesus was sitting on the Mount of Olives opposite the temple, Peter, James, 
John and Andrew asked him privately, 4 “Tell us, when will these things happen? And 
what will be the sign that they are all about to be fulfilled?” 

5 Jesus said to them: “Watch out that no one deceives you. 6 Many will come in my 
name, claiming, ‘I am he,’ and will deceive many. 7 When you hear of wars and rumors 
of wars, do not be alarmed. Such things must happen, but the end is still to 
come. 8 Nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom. There will be 
earthquakes in various places, and famines. These are the beginning of birth pains. 
Here we see Jesus prophesying about war and famine and violence. But the 
interesting thing here is that Jesus says these are not signs of the end of the age, 
but these merely signify the “beginning of birth pains.”  
The reason Jesus made that statement is because ancient prophecy teachers 
were fond of pointing to certain sufferings associated with the end times and 
using them as “proof” of the end. (Prophecy teachers have for centuries been 
declaring the end of the world is at hand.)  
That is the specific reason Jesus mentioned these signs and declared, contrary 
to the opinions of popular prophecy teachers, these are NOT signs of the END, 
but merely signs of the BEGINNING of the end (birth pangs). In other words, 
when we see the wars and rumors of wars and the earthquakes and famines, 
and if we think it can’t get much worse, that fact is you haven’t seen anything yet. 
This is just the beginning of what is coming.  
Notice the four horsemen come in a logical sequence. Conquest spawns war. 
War causes economic crisis resulting in famine. All of these cause great loss of 
life.  
Most of us here have probably always looked at the four horsemen as 
representing conditions that will usher in the tribulation, but the churches to 
whom the letter was written would have understood this differently.  
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First of all, they would have found the symbols very familiar to their world. The 
Parthians and the Romans were two mighty empires who seized the divided 
territory of Seleucia, the Romans taking the western parts, the Parthians taking 
over the eastern part and the two powers eventually meeting in the middle where 
the Parthians defeated the Romans. Later, the Parthians would become weaker 
and the Romans stronger, as it was in the days of the early church. However the 
two were still seen as significant foes. The Parthians trained their entire army in 
bow and arrow. The Romans did not. The white horse rider with his bow in hand 
would have reminded the people in the Roman empire of the Parthian army, 
suggesting that a conquering threat would be coming from their enemies.  
The Parthian army also was famous for their sacred white horses. This kind of 
vision would have been very threatening to the citizens of the Roman Empire and 
especially unsettling considering the very popular theme of Roman Peace (Pax 
Romana) that was touted throughout the empire. The Romans had a period of 
about 200 years of peace, which gave them some sense of security. This kind of 
vision would have rocked their world, to think someone would suggest their 
peaceful existence would soon come to an end.  
The prophecy of famine would be particularly alarming to the more prosperous 
churches who were not accustomed to need and deprivation and hardship.  
Interestingly, instructions are given to spare the oil and wine.  
The ruthless destruction of olive trees and vineyards would have a much longer 
impact on the economy than just destroying an annual crop. A conqueror would 
not want to drive his conquered land into complete decimation lest the land then 
become undesirable to possess. The conqueror would merely want to cripple the 
nation with immediate, short term famine.  
Regardless, this does speak one very important thing to us, and that is the 
element of God’s mercy in the midst of judgment.  

II. What	Does	This	Chapter	Say	To	Us?	
A. This	world	is	temporary	and	transitory	

History now reveals that the Parthians were not the ones who would conquer 
Rome. It would be Germanic tribes like the Franks, the Burgundanians and the 
Vandals who would dismantle the Roman Empire piece by piece. But the fact 
that the prophecy teachers would likely make that assumption shows how we 
also can make assumptions about prophecy that seems to make sense to us, but 
we get the details wrong. The message they did not get wrong was that their 
peace and security would soon be taken from them.  
The relevance of this vision goes way beyond the fall of the Roman Empire. We 
have to read this with the understanding that the conditions of this world are 
transitory. Prosperity does not last forever. We Americans are spoiled. We live in 
a nation a little over 200 years old and we have proven to be a very prosperous, 
fruitful nation. But we have no guarantee we can maintain this for another 50 
years. Our national debt is over $20 trillion. Let’s illustrate the volume of this 
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number. If one million seconds equals 12 days, then 1 billion seconds equals 32 
years, and 1 trillion seconds equals 32,000 years.  
How long will we remain prosperous and free? Our paper money used to be 
backed by gold, but no longer. The value of your paper money is based purely on 
an honor system. The paper has no intrinsic value. How long will we remain a 
prosperous nation? We are sitting on a powder keg. But there are already people 
who understand how fragile life is. They are one single paycheck away from 
being unable to make their mortgage payment. They are running out of groceries 
before the end of the month. Some people have a decent retirement nest egg, 
but a volatile stock market could wipe them out like happened in 2008.  
We have to constantly be aware of the volatility of the world we live in. Everything 
could change within a week. This week you have a job. Next week it could be 
gone. This week you are feeling fine. Next week, you could find out you have 
cancer, or have a heart attack. This week you enjoy your circle of family and 
friends. Next week, one may be called home.  

B. God	is	sovereign	over	all	
The bigger question we must grapple with is whether the havoc represented by 
these four horsemen is merely a prophetic revelation of the chaotic conditions of 
a fallen world, or if these four horsemen represent ordered judgments of God.  
Be sure, these are judgments from God. They may resemble disasters of our 
own making, but these are not recorded in this book to merely document natural 
disasters we will encounter. God has historically sent judgments in the form of 
famine, pestilence, war, human atrocities.  
There is a purpose to God sending judgment. His judgments upon the world are 
for the purpose of calling people back to Him. It is similar to the many oppressive 
years Israel spent in bondage to various empires. It was because of their 
rebellion they went into captivity and lost their holy city and lost their temple. 
Read this from Ezekiel 5 
“This is what the Sovereign Lord says: This is Jerusalem, which I have set in the center 
of the nations, with countries all around her. 6Yet in her wickedness she has rebelled 
against my laws and decrees more than the nations and countries around her. She has 
rejected my laws and has not followed my decrees. 

7“Therefore this is what the Sovereign Lord says: You have been more unruly than the 
nations around you and have not followed my decrees or kept my laws. You have not 
evena conformed to the standards of the nations around you. 
8“Therefore this is what the Sovereign Lord says: I myself am against you, Jerusalem, 
and I will inflict punishment on you in the sight of the nations. 9Because of all your 
detestable idols, I will do to you what I have never done before and will never do 
again. 10Therefore in your midst parents will eat their children, and children will eat their 
parents. I will inflict punishment on you and will scatter all your survivors to the 
winds. 11Therefore as surely as I live, declares the Sovereign Lord, because you have 
defiled my sanctuary with all your vile images and detestable practices, I myself will 
shave you; I will not look on you with pity or spare you. 12A third of your people will die 
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of the plague or perish by famine inside you; a third will fall by the sword outside your 
walls; and a third I will scatter to the winds and pursue with drawn sword. 

We should look to Him in the times of suffering. In our moments of deepest 
despair, we are severely tempted to think God has abandoned us, or has given 
up control and ceded authority to satan. But this chapter shows us the 
methodical way in which God supervises the calamities.  
Then doesn’t that make God a cruel God? If famine and pestilence and ravaging 
wild animals and civil war in which people kill one another are all directed by 
God, what are we supposed to think about a God who would do such a thing? 
What kind of God sends wild animals to devour people? To cause people to kill 
each other? To send famine so that people starve? To send plagues and 
epidemics so people suffer and hundreds of thousands die agonizing deaths? 
What kind of God does that? A righteous God who ultimately addresses the 
rebellion of humans on earth.  

C. There	is	a	correction	coming	
God is longsuffering. He wants us to turn back the tide of sin and rebellion and 
turn to Him. But as long as humans continue to thumb their noses in His face and 
mock His holy word and pursue every evil desire of the heart and sear their 
conscience against the voice of the Holy Spirit, God is prepared to send harsh 
judgment against such wicked rebellion that they may know He is still on the 
throne and still the owner of this vineyard and there will most certainly be a day 
of reckoning. In his parables, Jesus repeatedly depicted the owner of the 
vineyard or the ruler of the kingdom ordering the disobedient and wicked 
servants to be severely punished. This is not out of character for God and it is not 
unfair. Rebellious men and women bring this upon themselves.  
When the stock market has prospered too long, the experts warn that a 
correction is coming. The wild prosperity simply cannot be sustained. They tell us 
it will crash and we must be ready. And it always does.  
When this world strays too far from God and continues to push the boundaries of 
decency and call good evil and evil good, and even deny the very existence of 
God, the experts will tell you there is a correction coming. It is the mighty hand of 
God that will throw down the terrible judgments and stop the insane, unfettered 
pursuit of sin and lawlessness. It is coming. Any intelligent person can see it. It is 
coming. Here in the United States and across Europe the church’s lamp of 
holiness and distinction has been reduced to a dying flicker. God is mocked and 
ridiculed, and men and women are tearing down every barrier and restriction 
against immorality and decency and calling it liberty.  
Paul told the foolish Galatians, “Do not be deceived. God is not mocked! 
Whatsoever a man sows, that shall he also reap!”  
 
 
 


